Bedside differentiation of vestibular neuritis from central “vestibular pseudoneuritis”
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ABSTRACT

Acute unilateral peripheral and central vestibular lesions can cause similar signs and symptoms, but they require different diagnostics and management. We therefore correlated clinical signs to differentiate vestibular neuritis (40 patients) from central “vestibular pseudoneuritis” (43 patients) in the acute situation with the final diagnosis assessed by neuroimaging. Skew deviation was the only specific but non-sensitive (40%) sign for pseudoneuritis. None of the other isolated signs (head thrust test, saccadic pursuit, gaze evoked nystagmus, subjective visual vertical) were reliable; however, multivariate logistic regression increased their sensitivity and specificity to 92%.

The 1-year prevalence of vestibular vertigo in the general population is 5%,1 and it accounts for approximately 1% of all emergency department visits.2 A subset of these patients suffers the rapid onset of sustained vertigo, nausea and vomiting (in association with nystagmus, unsteady gait and head motion intolerance) known as the acute vestibular syndrome. This clinical syndrome lasts for days to weeks and is most often caused by vestibular neuritis (VN),3 rarely by labyrinthitis which is characterised by associated auditory symptoms.4 Most cases of the acute vestibular syndrome are “peripheral” (ie, reflect disease in the eighth nerve and/or labyrinth) and presumed viral in aetiology.5 However, it is well recognised that a subset of such vertiginous patients have, instead, an acute “central” vestibular syndrome, so-called “vestibular pseudoneuritis” (VPN). It is caused by unilateral (fascicular) lesions of the entry zone of the eighth nerve, vestibular nucleus lesions or vestibulocerebellar lesions,6 mostly caused by infarctions or multiple sclerosis plaques. Signs and symptoms may mimic VN, if there are no additional clinical brainstem and/or cerebellar signs. Differentiation of VN from VPN is clinically very relevant because patients with vascular VPN (who might otherwise recover well) may suffer a second, preventable infarction of the brainstem and/or cerebellum.7 Therefore, in cases of central vestibular syndrome, further diagnostics (eg, MRI, Doppler sonography) and management (eg, thrombolysis) is warranted. In contrast, VN simply requires caloric testing and early onset treatment with glucocorticosteroids.8

The aim of this study was to identify simple bedside signs that reliably differentiate VN from VPN in the emergency unit.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

We retrospectively analysed clinical signs and bedside tests in 83 patients who presented at our department with rotatory vertigo, horizontal–rotational nystagmus and postural imbalance, without additional non-vestibular inner ear, brainstem or cerebellar symptoms in the period 1995–2005. All patients underwent standardised history taking and complete standardised neurological, neuro-ophthalmological and neuro-otological examination9 by a specialist for neurology and a neuro-orthoptist within the first 48 h after onset of symptoms. They underwent electroneystagmography with caloric irrigation and cranial MRI with high resolution imaging of the brainstem and cerebellum, including diffusion weighted MRI, not later than 72 h after presentation at our clinics. In a subgroup of 28 consecutive patients included after 2002, video-oculography (VOG) was recorded in darkness and during visual fixation.

The following clinical parameters, which can easily be assessed in the emergency room, were evaluated: (a) gaze evoked nystagmus towards the affected ear (“gaze evoked” nystagmus towards the unaffected ear can simply be caused by spontaneous nystagmus); (b) smooth pursuit, especially vertically; (c) head thrust test, as described by Halmagyi and Curthoys10; (d) skew deviation; and (e) subjective visual vertical (SVV).9 Another parameter tested for its diagnostic value was suppression of spontaneous nystagmus by visual fixation. This was assessed by measuring horizontal peak slow phase velocity, both in darkness and during fixation of a stationary LED by VOG, as described previously.11

Inclusion criteria

Assessment of the diagnosis of VN was based on four criteria: (1) history of acute or subacute onset of prolonged rotatory vertigo and postural imbalance; (2) horizontal spontaneous nystagmus with a rotational component; (3) hypo-/non-responsiveness to caloric irrigation of the horizontal canal of the affected ear; and (4) no brainstem or cerebellar lesions on high resolution cranial MRI. Assessment of the diagnosis of VPN was based on the above criteria (1) and (2) in addition to (3) hyporesponsiveness to caloric irrigation (not mandatory) and (4) pathological findings in cranial MRI such as acute lesions of the brainstem (including the fascicular portion of the eighth nerve and/or the vestibular nuclei) and/or cerebellum (nodulus, medial branch of posterior inferior cerebellar artery territory). Exclusion criteria were a history of vestibular dysfunction before the acute onset of symptoms, additional cochlear symptoms (tinnitus or acute hearing loss), other signs or symptoms of brainstem or cerebellar disorders.

...
RESULTS
Forty patients fulfilled the four criteria mentioned above for VN and 43 for VPN (table 1). VPN was caused by acute infarctions (n = 23), multiple sclerosis plaques (n = 12) or another aetiology (n = 8; eg, haemorrhage).

Skew deviation was detected in 17 patients with VPN (median 5°), but in none with VN (p<0.01). Thus this sign was specific but of low sensitivity (40%). A vertical saccadic pursuit was found in 88% of cases of VPN but in only 20% of VN cases (p<0.01). A pathological head thrust sign was found more often in VN (92%) than in VPN (39%; p<0.01). Fifty-six per cent of patients with VPN had a gaze evoked nystagmus contralateral to the direction of spontaneous nystagmus, but only 17% of patients with VN (p<0.01). The SVV deviated in all patients of both groups from true vertical towards the affected side (median in VPN 7.9°; in VN 7.3°; p = 0.87). Table 1 shows the frequencies of all categorical signs. Skew deviation, smooth pursuit deficit and head thrust test correlated best with the diagnoses assessed by MRI (table 1), but none of the analysed single signs was sufficiently sensitive and specific. The multivariate logistic regression approach (fig 1) improved reliability of the clinical signs for accurate classification to 92%. Sensitivity and specificity for detection of VPN were both 92%.

Mean peak slow phase velocity of spontaneous nystagmus, determined by VOG recordings, decreased during fixation of a target compared with complete darkness at 5.92°/s on average in 11 patients with VN (p<0.01). In 17 VPN patients, the horizontal slow phase velocity decreased less (at 0.78°/s on average; p = 0.51). Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a group difference (p<0.01).

DISCUSSION
The clinical differentiation of VPN from VN in the emergency room is reliably possible when additional non-vestibular signs and/or symptoms are present. If the patient presents without
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non-vestibular signs, differentiation remains challenging. Currently, it is our clinical practice to run an MRI when patients fulfil the above mentioned criteria (1) history of acute or subacute onset of prolonged rotatory vertigo and postural imbalance and (2) horizontal spontaneous nystagmus with a rotational component, and one or more of the following conditions: (a) skew deviation, (b) gaze evoked nystagmus towards the affected ear (opposite in direction of spontaneous conditions: (a) skew deviation, (b) gaze evoked nystagmus), (c) vertical saccadic pursuit, (d) normal head thrust test or (e) severe or multiple vascular risk factors.

How can the results of this study improve our clinical practice? The only specific diagnostic sign in this study was central vertical divergence of the visual axes (skew deviation). Previous studies, however, have reported on the occurrence of skew deviation caused by rare peripheral conditions with a complete unilateral peripheral vestibular deficit (ie, of the pars superior and inferior of the vestibular nerve (eg, Ramsay–Hunt syndrome)). The clinical relevance is further limited by its low sensitivity (40%). All other single clinical signs in this study provide insufficient specificity and sensitivity. When all five signs are combined (gaze evoked nystagmus, saccadic pursuit, head thrust test, skew deviation, SVV), however, sensitivity and specificity increased to 92%, as demonstrated by multivariate logistic regression (fig 1). To apply and further improve this simple diagnostic tool, a central database is required, which must be fed with clinical parameters and the final diagnosis assessed by MRI of a large sample of patients. We therefore plan to establish an internet based database on our webpage (www.schwindelambulanz-muenchen.de). The computational learning process will further increase sensitivity and specificity of the classifier, and in a second stage the tool could instantaneously indicate the probable diagnosis (without obligation) for registered users entering their patient data.

In addition, analysis of the subgroup in which visual fixation suppression of spontaneous nystagmus was determined by VOG revealed the high diagnostic value of this sign. For clinical application, however, automated VOG systems are necessary, and sensitivity and specificity of the differentiation based on reduction of horizontal slow phase velocity (with a cut-off value) must be elaborated in a larger sample of patients.
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